

*How to Use the Grid -- CAT group Instructions* 

The general getting started wiki page is here:
https://twiki.cern.ch/twiki/bin/view/Atlas/WorkBookStartingGrid

It has a lot of useful information but includes a few steps CERN people can skip 
and jump right to: https://ca.cern.ch/ca/. Remember that you have to use Firefox/Mozilla or Internet Explorer for 
this, it may not work for Safari. Also, throughout the process you need to 
use the same computer and browser. In some the steps your browser may tell you the secure connection failed: just add an exception.

Starting here: https://ca.cern.ch/ca/
you should select
	"Request or renew user certificate using Mozilla browser" 
and follow the instructions. This creates a certificate for your browser. 

You also need to join the Atlas virtual organization (VO). This is a multi-step procedure and there is a detailed 
webpage here: https://www.racf.bnl.gov/docs/howto/grid/voatlas

Summarizing: First, of course, to do any of this you must be registered at CERN. 
   * 1. For the initial (candidate) phase go here https://lcg-voms.cern.ch:8443/vo/atlas/vomrs. You must have already gotten the certificate for your browser from the previous step. Fill in the necessary info and for "Grid job submission rights" select the default value of "full" and select "Alessandro De Salvo" as the VO Representative. When you submit the form you should quickly (<1 hr) get an email response.
   * 2. For the next phase (applicant) go back to https://lcg-voms.cern.ch:8443/vo/atlas/vomrs. Click on the phase 2 registration. I believe the only group you should join is the "/atlas/lcg1" group (and no roles), unless you know what you are doing. Again, you get an email when you are done, but someone actually has to confirm your membership so this can take a little longer. If you end up waiting more than a day I'd email project-lcg-vo-atlas-admin@cern.ch. 

At this point you belong to the VO and have a certificate on your local computer (perhaps your laptop). 
Chances are you will not be using the grid directly from your laptop though, 
so you need to move the certificate to lxplus where you'll actually be submitting grid jobs.
The instructions for this are here: https://ca.cern.ch/ca/Help/?kbid=024010.

Summarizing, and assuming that you used the Firefox/mozilla browser:

   * go to Firefox->Preferences->Advanced
   * click on the Encryption tab, and then View Certificates 
   * look for the "CERN Trusted Computing Authority" and click Export to save the certificate

Then open a terminal and go to the directory where you saved the certificate. 
Copy it to an lxplus machine:

>scp CERNTrustedCertificationAuthority tandeen@lxplus248.cern.ch:/afs/cern.ch/user/t/tandeen/mycert.pfx

On lxplus you need to extract the certificate and the private key and move them to the appropriate directory
with the appropriate permissions. 

Once logged onto lxplus what you actually type is:

> cd ~
> mkdir .globus
> cp mycert.pfx .globus/.
> cd .globus
> openssl pkcs12 -in mycert.pfx -clcerts -nokeys -out usercert.pem
> openssl pkcs12 -in mycert.pfx -nocerts -out userkey.pem
> chmod 400 userkey.pem
> chmod 444 usercert.pem
> voms-proxy-init -voms atlas

Finally, the recommendation is to delete the original mycert.pfx file just to be safe. 

If the last line works then everything is setup (it does give a reportedly harmless error 
"Cannot find file or dir: /afs/cern.ch/user/t/tandeen/.glite/vomses"). Again, once you have gotten the certificate and 
 joined the VO it will probably be 24 hours before this works. 
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